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Introduction
Coronary heart disease (CHD) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in the United Kingdom, accounting for just under one quarter of all deaths in 1995: 27% among men and 21% among women. Although many CHD deaths occur among elderly people, CHD accounts for 31% of male and 13% of female deaths within the 45–64 age group.

Coronary heart disease imposes high social costs, including impaired quality of life and reduced economic activity. A large share of National Health Service (NHS) resources are also accounted for by CHD. One CHD risk factor is serum cholesterol concentration. Much attention has been focused on screening people to identify those with raised cholesterol concentrations and then trying to lower these concentrations through diet or medical treatment. This paper is an edited version of a recent Effective Health Care bulletin, Vol 4, No 1, February 1998, which considers whether cholesterol screening is worthwhile and examines the effectiveness and cost effectiveness of the statins and a range of other interventions to reduce CHD. It aims to provide a summary of the research evidence which can be used to establish cost effective policies.

This topic was covered in a previous issue of Effective Health Care. However, since then a new class of cholesterol lowering drugs—the statins—has been developed and evaluated. The expenditure on statin drugs in England was over £20 million in 1993 and by 1997 had risen to over £113 million.

The average concentration of blood cholesterol within a population is an important determinant of the risk of CHD in the population. In countries where the average cholesterol concentrations of the population are low, CHD tends to be uncommon. Prospective studies show that groups of people with lower concentrations of cholesterol run less risk of developing CHD. The association between cholesterol concentration and future risk of CHD is graded and continuous: there is no threshold above which CHD risk begins to increase. There has been some concern that low concentrations of blood cholesterol increase the risk of mortality from causes other than CHD, including cancer, respiratory disease, liver disease, and accidental or violent death.

Several studies have now shown that this mostly, or entirely, is due to the fact that people with low cholesterol concentrations include a disproportionate number whose cholesterol has been reduced by illness—early cancer, respiratory disease, gastrointestinal disease, and alcoholism, among others. Thus it seems to be the pre-existing disease which causes both the low cholesterol and raised mortality.

Differences in mean concentrations of blood cholesterol between communities or populations are largely determined by differences in diet. Countries with high dietary saturated fat intake and a low ratio of polyunsaturated to saturated fatty acids have high mean cholesterol concentrations. Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) in institutional settings show that if components of the diets of individuals are changed substantially then large changes in blood cholesterol concentrations can be achieved. Animal experiments and metabolic ward studies carried out over half a century show that we should not be surprised by substantial declines in cholesterol concentration in someone who is locked in a room and fed lettuce. The results of trials of externally regulated dietary intake have, inappropriately, been taken to be directly translatable into public health terms. Understanding what can be achieved in real life settings by dietary intervention requires studies of dietary changes capable of being sustained by ordinary people leading normal lives.

Although blood cholesterol is an important risk factor, by itself it is a relatively poor predictor of who will go on to have a CHD event. Figure 1 shows the relation between blood cholesterol and CHD rates in British men; only 42% of those who will have an event over 15 years have blood cholesterol over 6.5 mmol/l. This is further illustrated in figure 2 which shows that the distribution of blood cholesterol in British men aged 40–59 who subsequently went on to have CHD and those who did not overlaps considerably.

Other major independent risk factors (smoking, high blood pressure, diabetes, physical inactivity, and obesity) also exist and should be considered in defining individual risk of CHD. Figure 3 shows the importance of considering risk factors together. Smokers with high blood pressure have three times the risk of dying of...
CHD compared with non-smokers with low blood pressure when both have the same concentration of blood cholesterol. Risk scoring systems developed from the British Regional Heart Study were no more accurate in predicting who had coronary heart disease with blood cholesterol included than without, highlighting the importance of these other major risk factors.11

**Detecting raised cholesterol**

The main screening test for blood cholesterol is the measurement of total blood cholesterol in blood samples obtained by either venepuncture or finger prick. Cholesterol measurements may not accurately reflect the true cholesterol concentration due to measurement error (bias and imprecision) and natural biological variation in cholesterol concentrations within a person. These sources of error can result in misclassification and lead to the incorrect diagnosis and the possibility of unnecessary treatment.

Measurement error can be the result of bias (the degree to which a reading systematically differs from a gold standard or reference value) or imprecision (where measurements are subject to random measurement error). There is considerable evidence that different laboratory analysers can give different readings for the same blood sample.12 For example, a United Kingdom study found that laboratory equipment systematically overestimated cholesterol concentrations by over 4% at the cut off of 7.8 mmol/l.13 This would result in a 50% increase in the number of people tested subsequently being recommended for treatment. Bias can be reduced in laboratory equipment by regular calibration against a standard, and precision increased with good equipment and repeat analyses.

The increasing use of compact measuring devices such as desk top analysers in general practitioners’ surgeries and their spread to high street chemist and health food stores, is of potential concern. They are less accurate,14 15 making it difficult to distinguish confidently between people with raised and normal cholesterol concentrations,16 and are less amenable to national initiatives for quality assurance. Studies of the use of such analysers in general practice suggest that quality control is a major problem due to lack of time, poor technique, and the use of outdated test strips.17 18 Availability of analysers was associated with a threefold increase in cholesterol estimation, although the value of this extra information was not assessed.19

Even when evaluated in optimal conditions the performance of some machines has been inadequate,20 although more recent disposable devices have achieved reasonable accuracy and precision.21 Home cholesterol testing kits with such disposable devices, which have not been evaluated under the circumstances for which they are marketed, are unlikely to perform well.22

In any person the blood cholesterol concentration is not constant over time. This random biological variation is quite large and results in considerable misclassification. Estimates of variation within a person show a coefficient of variation for measurements made 1 year apart of 7% which is large compared with the coefficient of variation between people of 15%. In British men, the implication of this biological variation is that 28% of men classified as...
having a raised blood cholesterol on a single testing will have a normal long term blood cholesterol. To reduce misclassification several (at least two) measurements should be made separated by a few weeks, and clinical decisions should be based on the mean of several readings rather than a single measurement.

**EFFECT OF SCREENING ON ChOLESTEROL CONCENTRATIONS**

Early enthusiasm in the United States for a patient centred approach—the “know your number” campaign—resulted in many people being screened and given dietary advice. However, evidence from randomised controlled trials in the United States and Britain show that untargeted screening of the general population coupled with dietary advice have little effect on cholesterol concentrations.

**OTHER EFFECTS OF SCREENING**

Screening—either large scale or opportunistically—is never entirely without the risk of harm. Knowledge of the presence of a risk factor may result in people who previously felt well thinking that they are sick, as has been found in hypertension. Only limited evidence from case studies is available to determine the potential influence of blood cholesterol screening on labelling, and showed similar effects to those seen in hypertension. However, a trial and a before-after study did not show any adverse effects.

Another possible adverse effect of population cholesterol screening is that being informed that one’s cholesterol concentration is normal may result in adverse lifestyle choices, so interfering with the general public health strategies. An Australian study showed that most (61%) people who had their blood cholesterol tested by case finding were unwilling to make dietary changes to their fat intakes on the grounds that their cholesterol concentrations were “all right”.

**Cholesterol lowering interventions**

Cholesterol concentrations can be lowered by several types of interventions, diet and drugs being the most important.

**Diet**

Changes in individual dietary intake of saturated fats and cholesterol have been studied extensively (table 1). The effectiveness of low fat diets depends critically on how restrictive they are and the degree of adherence. In settings where patients’ diets are controlled by others—such as in metabolic wards—adherence to diets is likely to be high, dietary changes have produced substantial reductions in blood cholesterol. However, studies in the general population have shown only small changes in cholesterol. These studies suggest that the extent of cholesterol reduction which may be expected from recommending lipid lowering diets is likely to be very small (1–5%) and the effect on clinical events has been shown to be disappointing (OR=0.96; 95% CI 0.89 to 1.04). The effects of dietary interventions used alone after myocardial infarction showed a greater fall in blood cholesterol than the other dietary trials, probably because the participants were more motivated to follow strict diets or lived in institutions where control over diet was much greater. However, despite the greater fall in blood cholesterol, the meta-analysis failed to find any significant reduction in risk of CHD mortality (RR 0.94; 95% CI 0.84 to 1.06). The generally poor performance of some lipid lowering diets may be partly explained by the fact that they often substitute complex carbohydrates for total fat resulting in a reduction in both HDL as well as LDL cholesterol. This reduces total cholesterol but leaves the LDL/HDL ratio unaffected and so may not reduce the risk of CHD. This highlights the fact that the real aim should be to lower the risk of CHD rather than focusing on lowering serum cholesterol concentrations by themselves.

A systematic review of trials suggested that garlic may exert a cholesterol lowering effect with falls of 0.65 mMol/l (95% CI 0.53 to 0.76) or around 10%. However, some of the trials are severely flawed and, therefore, the evidence is not reliable. Systematic reviews of studies evaluating the effects of consuming oats or psyllium enriched cereals show a small cholesterol lowering effect of around 2%–5%. A meta-analysis of 38 trials of soy protein as a substitute for meat protein also showed a net fall in cholesterol of 0.60 mMol/l (95% CI 0.35 to 0.85), which was greater in people with high baseline cholesterol concentrations. However, all these dietary trials were of relatively short duration and did not consider clinical end points. Therefore, there is no evidence that they lower the risk of CHD.

**Drugs**

**THE STATINS**

Over the past few years a new class of more powerful cholesterol lowering drugs—the statins (HMG CoA reductase inhibitors)—has become available. These are able to reduce LDL cholesterol concentrations by more than 20%. A total of 22 published RCTs of cholesterol lowering in which clinical outcomes were recorded were identified for the bulletin and their results pooled to give an overall estimate of treatment effect. Overall, these trials show that statins reduce the risk of CHD mortality by around 25% (table 2). The trials which contributed most to the pooled estimates were the West of Scotland coronary prevention study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>The effect of lipid lowering diets in reducing blood cholesterol concentrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood cholesterol reduction (mmol/l (%))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple risk factor intervention trials</td>
<td>0.14 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary interventions:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General population:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunner et al</td>
<td>0.22 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang et al</td>
<td>0.31 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including high risk:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebrahim and Davey Smith</td>
<td>0.65 (9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2  Summary of major trials of statins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>CHD death rate*</th>
<th>Patient group</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Follow-up (y)</th>
<th>Sex (mean age or range)</th>
<th>Number T/C</th>
<th>Baseline cholesterol</th>
<th>Total: CHD mortality OR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WOSCOPS</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>No CHD evidence cholesterol: ≥0.5 mmol/l</td>
<td>Pravastatin 40 mg</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>Men only (55)</td>
<td>3302 v 7.03</td>
<td>0.78 (0.60 to 1.00); 0.67 (0.45 to 0.99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4S trial (1994)</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>Post MI or angina, cholesterol: 5.5-6.0 mmol/l</td>
<td>Simvastatin 20-40 mg</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>Men 81% (60)</td>
<td>2221 v 6.74</td>
<td>0.70 (0.58 to 0.85); 0.58 (0.46 to 0.73)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARE (1996)</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>Post MI 3-20 mths cholesterol: &lt;6.2 mmol/l</td>
<td>Pravastatin 40 mg</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Men 86% (59)</td>
<td>2081 v 5.40</td>
<td>0.91 (0.74 to 1.12); 0.80 (0.61 to 1.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIPID (1997)</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>Post MI unstable angina 3-36 mths, cholesterol: 4.0-7.0 mmol/l</td>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>M 83% (31-75)</td>
<td>4512 v 5.60</td>
<td>0.76 (0.67 to 0.86); 0.75 (0.64 to 0.88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Control group CHD deaths/1000 patient-years.
CHD=coronary heart disease; MI=myocardial infarction; T=treatment group; C=control group.

Table 3  The relative efficacy of treatment with drugs that lower cholesterol*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Primary prevention with statins</th>
<th>Secondary prevention with statins</th>
<th>Secondary prevention with fibrates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total mortality</td>
<td>0.77 (0.60 to 0.99)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.73 to 0.86)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.90 to 1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHD mortality</td>
<td>0.68 (0.46 to 1.00)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.66 to 0.83)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.85 to 1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-fatal MI (%)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.56 to 0.84)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.61 to 0.80)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.28 to 1.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net cholesterol lowering (%)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figures are pooled relative risk estimates (95% CI).

and cerivastatin and consequently their clinical efficacy is not yet established, although they lower LDL cholesterol to an extent similar to or greater than other statins.

A meta-analysis of the recently published data on women from the 4S,49 LIPID study (preliminary data), CARE study, AF/TexCAPS,47 and pooled data from several pravastatin trials48 shows that if both fatal and non-fatal coronary heart disease events are considered, women have an on treatment relative risk of 0.70 (95% CI 0.60 to 0.81), which is similar to men (no significant interaction effect for sexes p=0.45). A report of an increased risk of breast cancer among treated women in the CARE study was not confirmed in the 4S or the LIPID studies. The pooled results from the four major studies show no association with breast cancer (RR 1.2; 95% CI 0.66 to 2.13).

Statin treatment in older people is as effective as in middle aged adults. The subgroup analyses of those aged ≥55 and ≥65 years within individual trials have reported risk reductions at least as good as, if not better than, those among younger participants. Pooling of these subgroup analyses from the major statin trials (CARE, 4S, WOSCOPS, AF/TexCAPS pooled pravastatin trials), shows a relative risk of combined fatal and non-fatal CHD events of 0.73 (95% CI 0.67 to 0.80) for older people. People in their late 70s and 80s, although obviously at increased absolute risk of coronary heart disease, have not been studied in the recent statin trials. Treating people in this age group with statins must, therefore, remain a matter of clinical judgement until the anti-hypertensive, lipid lowering after heart attack trial (ALLHAT), which is examining the efficacy of statin treatment in older people, reports in 2002.

Non-cholesterol lowering alternatives

Cholesterol lowering is only part of the repertoire of possible effective interventions to reduce the risk of CHD and not necessarily the most important. The risk of CHD can also be significantly reduced by changes in lifestyle—for example, stopping smoking, exercise, and the use of non-cholesterol lowering diets) and drug treatments—for example, to lower blood pressure, β blockers after a myocardial infarction, and aspirin). The effectiveness of these
non-cholesterol lowering alternatives is briefly summarised here and in table 4.

Advice on stopping smoking, given in primary care settings, has a small but important effect on long term behaviour. Pooled estimates from 188 trials show that around 2% (95% CI 1% to 3%) of those given personal advice during one routine consultation stopped smoking and did not relapse up to 1 year later. The use of nicotine gum increases the stop rates to about 4% (95% CI 2% to 6%). This will lead to about a 1%–2% overall reduction in mortality and morbidity. The effect is much larger in those who stop, but only a small percentage stop with simple advice.

Advice to stop smoking is much more effective among those people who have had a myocardial infarction, with up to 36% stopping. This results in over a 30% reduction in the risk of mortality.

Increased intake of oily fish has been shown to reduce cardiovascular mortality after heart attack without reducing cholesterol concentrations (RR 0.69; 95% CI 0.5 to 0.9). In the DART trial 22% of participants were asked to stop eating oily fish and consequently were given macaupa supplements. Significant reductions in CHD were also found in a trial of Mediterranean diet in people after myocardial infarction, which also had no effect on cholesterol concentrations (RR 0.24; 95% CI 0.1 to 0.8). The most prominent change in the intervention group was an increase in consumption of α-linolenic acid from rape seed margarine (used as the participants found it difficult to consume high intakes of olive oil). The striking findings of the trials of oily fish and Mediterranean diet certainly require replication, and if substantiated, these diets would have an important role in reducing mortality after myocardial infarction. The effect of these interventions in people at low risk of CHD is not known.

Lack of physical activity has been shown to be a strong independent risk factor for death from CHD. It is estimated that a sedentary lifestyle doubles the risk of mortality from CHD. However, there are no reliable trials examining the impact on survival of interventions solely aimed at promoting exercise and there is considerable debate about the level or intensity of exercise which confers cardiovascular benefit. A recent review found that a proportion of patients did respond positively to exercise advice given in a primary care setting. A computer simulation based on the epidemiological evidence of the association between exercise and mortality from CHD has estimated that if the proportion of the population undertaking moderate activity were increased by 25%, the number of life-years gained would be similar to a 2% reduction in the proportion of smokers.

Trials of interventions for multiple risk factors for primary prevention in workplace settings and primary care show very small and non-significant effects on mortality from CHD (RR 0.96; 95% CI 0.89 to 1.04). This is probably due to poor adherence to non-pharmacological interventions, the use of drugs which may have had adverse effects, and the variable quality of the programmes.

Evidence from trials of rehabilitation after myocardial infarction are also relevant as many of these included stopping smoking together with increases in physical activity. Trials that attempted to modify several risk factors, including smoking, and not just increased physical activity, showed reductions in mortality from CHD (RR 0.63; 95% CI 0.51 to 0.80) and total mortality (RR 0.77; 95% CI 0.64 to 0.94). The absolute levels of mortality from CHD in these trials were of the order of 4% a year in the control group, giving a number needed to treat of about 13 people for 5 years to avoid one CHD death.

In primary prevention aspirin does not reduce all cause mortality significantly. However, the participants in both of the large primary prevention trials were physicians—a group at very low risk of CHD. Aspirin seems to reduce mortality among people who have not yet experienced a myocardial infarction but who are at high risk of such an event—for example, unstable angina, stable angina, and peripheral vascular disease. Systematic reviews of RCTs show that for people with high blood pressure antihypertensive medication reduces the risk of CHD and all cause mortality including people after myocardial infarction.

To help develop the most efficient policies for reduction of CHD, the relative cost effectiveness of these options was estimated. The results are given in the next section, and more details can be obtained from the Effective Health Care bulletin and associated Health Technology Assessment Report.

**Cost effectiveness**

The cost effectiveness estimates of various interventions based on a life table model developed by the University of Sheffield are shown in table 5. As the cost per life-year gained is influenced by the level of risk of the patients being treated, the values in table 5 were calculated for a group of patients with the same average risk of CHD events of 3% a year to aid comparison.

The costs per life-year gained in primary and secondary prevention with statins are very similar to previous estimates based on the WOSCOPS trial and by the 4S investigators suggesting that the methods used are valid.
CHD=coronary heart disease; PLYG=per life-year gained. Figures are £ (1998) PLYG with discounting of costs and benefits at 6% for patients with an absolute baseline risk of CHD events of 3%/y. Net costs take into account projected savings from reduced admissions and treatment for clinical events avoided.

*No data on revascularisation procedures avoided by treatment, hence potential savings are underestimated.

‡CHD event rate for elderly people was derived from trials and was equivalent to 4.5%/y.

§Aspirin dose used in postmyocardial infarction trials was 1.2 g/day but current practice would favour a lower dose.

Figure 4 Cost per life-year gained with statins by initial risk of coronary heart disease.

The final column in table 5 shows the net cost per life-year gained which takes into account potential savings due to avoiding CHD events and associated costs of treatment and admissions to hospital. For example, analyses of the 4S trial data showed that hospital costs among the simvastatin treated group were 32% lower than the placebo group, and that almost 90% of the drug costs were off-set by savings in hospital admissions. However, because the rates of revascularisation in the United Kingdom are lower than in Scandinavia (where the trial was carried out), the savings are unlikely to be as great. However, more effective treatment of people at high risk of CHD events may reduce pressure for increasing the rates of revascularisation.

Because the baseline rate of risk of CHD has a major impact on the absolute effect or impact of interventions it should be taken into account when deciding who should receive which treatment. This is illustrated in figure 4 which shows how the cost of achieving an extra year of life increase as people with lower initial risk of CHD are treated. A recent economic evaluation of lipid lowering in primary care in patients with moderately increased risk doubted whether drug treatment as primary prevention is cost effective.

The data in table 5 provide comparable cost effectiveness estimates for a range of interventions. It can be seen that several other interventions are more cost effective than statins. Interventions that stop smoking have also been shown to be highly cost effective. The costs per life saved are low and have been estimated to be about £500 per life-year gained. The additional cost per life-year gained of brief counselling or the use of nicotine substitutes— for example, gum—over and above brief advice, is about £2500 if costs to smokers as well as the NHS are taken into account.

Implications

Universal cholesterol screening is unlikely to be cost effective because treatment to reduce risk factors is most cost effective when targeted at people who are at high risk of CHD events and most people who are at high risk will have a combination of easily detectable risk factors— for example, smoking, high blood pressure, or physical inactivity. The concentration of cholesterol by itself is generally too poor a predictor of CHD. Finally, cholesterol lowering confers considerable benefits to people who are at high risk of CHD even if they have average concentrations of cholesterol by British standards.

By focusing too heavily on concentrations of cholesterol it is likely that a considerable proportion of those at high risk would be missed and that treatment could be offered to people who are not at high risk but who have...
moderately increased cholesterol concentrations. It is probably only worth measuring cholesterol in patients who have either a strong family history of CHD or other easily identifiable risk factors, and to monitor serum lipid changes in patients on cholesterol lowering treatments or diets.

In people with cardiovascular disease or diabetes, who are at high risk of CHD events, the evidence for the effectiveness of statins is strong. However, the cost per life-year gained is high compared with some other drug treatments or diets.

Changes in patients on cholesterol lowering treatments or diets.

This depends on the valuation of treatment benefits, the resources available, and the cost effectiveness of alternative uses of those resources. Various scoring systems are available to help estimate a person’s overall risk of CHD—such as the Sheffield tables. However, they all have weakness and they do not take into account the increased risk associated with certain ethnic groups—for example, south Asians—or low socioeconomic status. Research is needed to develop and evaluate an easy to use and more accurate risk formula which can be used in primary care not only to calculate needs for action but also to determine the costs or benefits of different interventions.

This paper is based on work funded in part by the NHS Health Technology Assessment programme.